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Bon Appetit - napkins

Size: 20” Square
Designed by Marinda Stewart
Skill Level:Beginner
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FABRIC REQUIREMENTS

DC5728 Brick
Good Dot
5/8 yard

DC5728 Taupe
Good Dot
5/8 yard

DC5728 Black
Good Dot
5/8 yard

DC5504 Flax
Flying Utensils
5/8 yard

“Bon Appetit Collection - Napkins”
Designed by Marinda Stewart
Size: 20” Square

Skill Level : Beginner

Disclaimers
This pattern is provided as a courtesy to quilt stores, catalogs, and quilters. Michael Miller Fabrics, LLC is
not responsible for the accuracy of any kits packaged to accompany this pattern. Please direct any inquiries
to the kit maker.
Yardage requirements for this pattern may allow for excess yardage to accommodate specific placement of
motifs or to allow for any fussy-cutting to achieve the finished quilt design.
While every attempt has been made to give accurate measurements, yardage requirements, and construction directions; this does not allow personal variations in measuring, cutting, and or sewing. The enclosed
directions were used in the construction of the original quilt.

Napkins Set #1

Materials
Fabric

Yardage

Cutting

DC5728 Brick
Good Dot

5/8 yard

(2) 20 1/2” squares

DC5728 Taupe
Good Dot

5/8 yard

(2) 20 1/2” squares

* Cut along black lines printed on the panel
Also Needed:
Threads to match, scissors, straight pins, acrylic ruler, rotary cutter, and mat.

Directions
1. Place one DC5728 Brick 20 1/2” square right sides together on top of one DC5728 Taupe 20 1/2” square.
Align all raw edges. Sew around all four sides using 1/4” seam allowances. Pivot at the corners. Leave a 2”3” opening on one side for turning. Clip the excess at the corners.
2. Turn napkin to the right side. Press seams flat. Slip stitch the opening closed. Top stitch around all four
sides 1/8” from edge to finish. Make (2).
NOTE: this makes (2) 20” square reversible napkins. Increase yardage as needed for more.

Napkins Set #2

Materials
Fabric

Yardage

Cutting

DC5728 Black
Good Dot

5/8 yard

(2) 20 1/2” squares

DC5504 Flax
Flying Utensils

5/8 yard

(2) 20 1/2” squares

Also Needed:
Threads to match, scissors, straight pins, acrylic ruler, rotary cutter, and mat.

Directions
See directions for Napkin set #1

